## 2013-14 Scholarship Awards

### Marketing Scholarships
- Dr. Andrew A. Brogowicz Scholarship: Shao Wen Tiew
- Raymond and Mary Dannenberg Scholarship: Rebecca Haines, Charlotte Macha

### Advertising & Promotion Scholarships
- Advertising & Promotion Advisory Board Scholarship: n/a
- Biggs-Gilmore: Ronald J. Davis, Philip A. Long: Jordan Hefty, Tiffani Spealman
- Zane Cannon Memorial Scholarship: Austin Pierce
- Cynthia Wraizen-Hirt Memorial Advertising Scholarship: Jordan Hefty, Tiffani Spealman

### Sales & Business Marketing Scholarships
- Ronald Elenbaas SBM Scholarship: Greta Lorr
- James W. Richmond: Nicholas Dambro
- Robert B. Trader Marketing Scholarship: Aaron Anuszkiewicz, Jacob Ewert, Kameron Kampen, Kayla Reinhackel

### HCoB Scholarships
- William T. and Terri L. Sturtevant Bus. Scholarship: Rebecca Haines
- Michael Kellay: Brianna Amat